Relkhle transport protocols such as TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) are tuned to perform well in traditional networks where packet losses occur mostly hecause of congestion. However, an the wireless links where packet losses frequently happen, TCP shows a serious drop in performance. In this paper, we propose a scheme, called BSF (Buffer State based Flow control), which can solve this problem. BSF is implemented at the base station of a wireless network. So, it does not need any modiAcation of TCP stacks in the end system. BSF uses the huffer state of base station &4 the criterion to detect wireless link error and rduces unnecessary contraction of congestion window in TCP.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the wireless network comes to he popular. So, it is expected to play an important role in the future internetworking. There are so many existing applications using TCPJIP, their use over wireless networks is a certainty. Thus, the performance of the TCP/IP over wireless networks is an important issue. TCP was designed for being used on stable link, where link errors do not occur frequently. TCP assume congestion in the network to he primary cause for packet losses and unusual delays. TCP shows a good performance in the wired environment by adapting end-t+end delays and packet losses caused by congestion. However, in the wireless environment, burst link error tends to occur more frequently than that of wired link, TCP sender misunderstands packet loss from this unstable link as packet loss from congestion in the network. This congestion control that results from link error reduces congestion window unnecessarily(l1. This results in a serious drop in TCP's performance.
If the reason of the packet loss is known, we can prepare for proper actions. However, it is so hard to know the reason of the packet loss in the end system. In addition, any modification of the TCP stack makes practical deployment difficult. We believe that more effective approach is inferring the reason of packet loss without any modification of TCP stack at the base station. We propose a new mechanism to improve performance in TCP, which performs a flow control based on buffer state at the base station. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the existing works to improve performance in wireless TCP. Section 3 gives a detailed explanation of Buffer State based Flow control scheme. Section 4 provides the results of simulation and its analysis. Finally, in section 5, we conclude the paper.
RELATED WORKS

A . Split connection scheme
The split connection(21, (31, [41 is an early form to improve TCP's performance in wireless networks. The aim of these protocols is separating packet losses resulting from the errot of wireless link from the network congestion in wired network. So, these protocols split the connection of TCP at base station: from TCP sender to the base station and from the base station to TCP receiver. I-TCP is a representative protocol of split connection.
I-TCP has been proposed by Bakre at eI.121, [3]. I-TCP attempt to prevent TCP sender from misbehave isolating wired and wireless related problem in heterogeneous network. However, in this scheme, since the TCP stack of the base station directly send ACKs to TCP sender, the TCP sender does not know whether real TCP receiver gets the packet or not. In this case, ACK only confirms that the TCP stack at the base station receives the packet. In other words, the end-bend semantics of TCP is destroyed. Also, when a packet arrives at the base station, it is processed twice. Such processing overhead in the base station would lead to teduce TCP's performance.
B. End-to-end scheme
There are many schemes in the end-bend scheme, which are snoop protocol [5] , Freeze TCP[G], TCP Westwood [7] etc.
Balakrishnan at e1.
[5] proposed a scheme called Snoop. In this scheme, there exists a snoop agent at the base station. The snoop agent monitors every packet that passes on the base station and caches TCP segments. When a packet loss occnrs, the cached packets in the base station are retransmitted. Also, the snoop protocol suppresses duplicated ACKs, and this leads to the reduction of the number of duplicated ACKs at the TCP sender. As a result, such local retransmission and the suppression of duplicated ACKs let TCP achieve good improvement in performance in wireless network. However, the snoop protocol has a weakness, which does not cope effectively with network congestion. So, Hu at e1. Goff at e1. [6] proposed a scheme called Fteeze TCP. This scheme achieves improvement in TCP's performance, only with modification of TCP receiver's protocol stack. In this scheme, when TCP receiver discovers that the connection is unstable or seems to be broken, send out ZWA(Zero Window Advertisement) packets to TCP sender. On receiving ZWA packets, the TCP sender get into persist mode, and this makes TCP's all states suspended. The result is that Freeze TCP prevent TCP from misbehave with a little modification of the protocol.
Mascolo at el.171 proposed a scheme called TCP Westwood. This scheme is a sender-side modification of the TCP congestion window algorithm that improves the performance of TCP in heterogeneous network. In this scheme, TCP sender continuously measures the rate of incoming ACKs, and infers the state of network based on this information. Being based on this estimation, TCP Westwood compute congestion window size and slow start threshold after a congestion episode, that is, after receiving three duplicated ACKs or after retransmission timer expired. This algorithm resulted in a faster recovery from congestion episode than TCP Reno, and achieved good improvement in performance.
Ill. BUFFER STATE BASED FLOW CONTROL
A . Variation of the buffer state
On a wireless link, bit errors tend to be bursty. There. fore, as the link error rate increases, packets in the same TCP window are contiguously lost, which leads TCP to shrink the window size. Then, the base station has no packets to queue, which results in a waste of the bandwidth. Figure 1 shows the buffer length in a base station when the error rate of wireless link is zero. Even though it shows the fluctuation of buffer length, empty buffer is not observed except for the beginning of packet transmission. When the packet transmission begins, there are not enough queued packets in the buffer of the base station. On the other hand, when the error rate is three percents, Figure  2 shows that the base station becomes an idle buffer state (i.e. when buffer length in figure is zero) frequently. Fig.  2 also shows that the average queue size is less than that in Fig. 1 . As the less packets are queued in the base station, the link utilization gets lower. Therefore, it is clear that preventing the buffer in a base station from running underHow is also important issue as much as preventing overHow(over8ow means congestion).
The above figures also indicate that the empty buffer state of base station has a close relationship with the error rate of wireless link although it does not always mean bit errors. A key idea in this paper is that we can use the buffer state of base station 3s an indicator to determine whether packet loss is due to wireless link error or network congestion. 
B. Overuiew of BSF
We propose a mechanism called Buffer State based Flow control (BSF), which prevents the buffer of base station from being empty by wireless link errors. BSF separates TCP and other protocols and put the packets into two different queues called TCP buffer and UDP buffer respectively as shown in 3. The whole idea of BSF is based on inferring the timing when burst packet losses occur. The pseudo code in Figure 4 summarizes the scheme. BSF consists of two functions: monitoring to detect burst packet losses and freezing TCP's all states. BSF monitors the average buffer length of TCP buffer. The average buffer length(avg) is calculated as follows.
where w is the low pass filter's weight, and q is the instantaneous buffer length at the time of calculation. cause the network is under-utilized. Without modification of TCP stack, the best way to freeze TCP's state is to use the TCP's persist mode. So BSF sends ZWA to the sender TCP. Sessions that recently received packets have the ECN bit in their headers are excluded from targets; this inference would be more accurate. Once the sender in persist mode, it regularly probes the receiver's buffer size. If the receiver's buffer size is zero, the TCP sender remains in the persist mode. In the persist mode, TCP sender does not shrink congestion window. As a result, TCP retains the window size as before the persist mode and BSF reduces the empty state of TCP buffer, and therefore the utilization of wireless link increases. When the receiver buffer size is non-zero, the TCP sender exits from the persist mode and resumes the transmission.
IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
C. Policy on thresholds selection
In this section, we evaluate the performance of TCP with Figure 5 shows our simulation topology. In order to simulate the future wireless network, The information of sessions is collected between we set the bandwidth of wireless link to ZMbps and wired link to 10Mbps. Also, for purpose of more accurate result, The formation collection: where n is the number of session, a is session identifier. The throughput is measured by varying the error rate from 1% to 10%. to wait for retransmission timer to be expired, and packets cannot he exchanged for a significant amount of time, which is RTO (Retransmission Time Out) value. After recovering from the timeout, TCP must do slow start. If all sessions perform slow start concurrently, recovery could be delayed. This situation would lead to buffer overflow. BSF prevents the huffer of base station from being empty, and so it reduces the probability by which multiple concurrent Figure 7 shows the impact of the number of sessions to BSF. As the number of sessions in a cell increases ( 5 , 10, 15 sessions respectively), the number of packets queued in the huffer also increases. Therefore, it shows the highest throughput in simulation when 15 sessions are in a cell. However, the throughput per session and the impact of BSF is reduced. It is because the timing to detect FLUSH,h,,,h is affected as the number of sessions increases. It is important issue to determine FLUSHth,,,h. Too high FLUSHthVe.h could lead BSF to perform unnecessarily. The reverse, too low FLUSHth,,,h could lead BSF to perform too late. Although we propose a simple scheme in equation (4), it would not be best estimation in any case. However, In spite of such factors, BSF still shows an outstanding improvement in the total throughput, as error rate increases. This paper proposes a new flow control scheme named
The proposed scheme uses the buffer state of base station as criterion to detect wireless link error. It can he easily integrated with networks already established, because it BSF to improve the TCP performance in wireless networks.
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error ratio (%) Fig. 8 . The ratio of RED only to BSF in performance do& not require any modification of TCP stacks in end systems. In our simulation study, this approach achieves up to 250 % improvement in performance.
In the future wireless network, it is expected that both the cell sue and the number of sessions in a cell are reduced to provide services requiring high bandwidth. When there are less sessions in a cell, the bnffer state is more affected by the error of wireless link. So, we believe that BSF would become more reasonable solution in the future.
